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out of the blue
A fresh level of care for happier, healthier hair



A passion for excellence and a determination to create
performant haircare products with an ethical approach 
ignited a partnership of talent, innovation and devotion

between an esteemed Australian Hairdresser and a
Scottish Businessman to form Mayo International.

 

MAYO INTERNATIONAL HERALDS THE

ULTIMATE VISION IN CUTTING-EDGE HAIRCARE

THAT IS  AS EQUALLY SATISFYING FOR 

PROFESSIONAL HAIRDRESSERS AND THEIR

CLIENTS AS IT  IS  FOR OUR MOTHER EARTH. 

Since its inception in 1983, Mayo International has
been driven by a strong desire to be different 

and a mission of manufacturing products that are
as green and as environmentally-friendly as possible

without compromising quality or performance. 

Pioneering a product range that others simply don’t have,
Mayo International researches and owns each formulation

encompassing advanced ingredients to achieve optimum results. 

Mayo International is committed to creating superior products
that will continue to revolutionise the hairdressing industry.

revolutionise out of the blue
Revive. Restore. Revitalise. Happier, healthier hair

PROUDLY 
AUSTRALIAN
MADE & OWNED

MADE BY 
HAIRDRESSERS
FOR HAIRDRESSERS

CRUELTY-FREE 
PRODUCTS
NO ANIMAL TESTING



 
The quintessential thirst quencher for all hair.

our flagship product



The ultimate revitalising hair revolution 
crafted by hairdressers for hairdressers
to moisturise, condition, detangle, protect

and enhance color brilliance in all hair types -
thick or fine, long or short, wavy or straight.

AUSTRALIA’S  NO.1  LEAVE-IN CONDITIONING 

& DISENTANGLING MOUSSE FOR ALL HAIR KINDS.  

GIVING INSTANT VISUAL RESULTS BY MINIMISING 

FRIZZINESS & DRYNESS WHILE ENHANCING

HAIR HEALTH & EL ASTICITY,  REVITAFOAM IS

A MUST-HAVE HAIR-CARE MIRACLE.

Applied to wet or dry hair as an alternative to a
regular conditioner Revitafoam will moisturise
fine hair without being heavy, greasy or sticky. 

Sublimely scented and light-weight Revitafoam 
doubles as a pre-styler to smooth and nourish
dry, untamed hair [& whiskers on gents too].
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DAILY CONTROL

Eliminating visibility of split ends
and frizz while reducing adverse
effects of humidity, Daily Control 

 will improve shine & manageability
without heaviness or build up.

SUPER MOUSSE

A oomph’d up formula that
boosts body & volume in the hair

while remaining fresh & nourished. 
Contains Aloe Vera extract 

to maintain moisture.

HAIR THICKE NING

This ‘MAGIC’ spray coats each 
individual strand separately to
make each THICKER creating
natural-looking full, luscious,

shiny hair on all hair kinds.

B .B RUSHE D

Detangles to make brushing
easier and less painful.

Adds gloss & protects the hair 
against heat damage while

eliminating static & fly aways.

B LOW BY B LOW

Containing a blend of polymers
and conditioning actives to

dramatically reduce drying time by
up to 50%. Blow by Blow creates
a faster more flawless blow dry.

SMOOTH D RY

Infused with natural oils from the
Illawarra Flame Tree this NEW styling 

balm protects against heat while
minimising static, frizz & unwanted 
wave for a sleek and smooth style. 

 

WICKED STUFF

Containing fibre that makes
hair look & feel thicker, 

Wicked Stuff is a strong hold
bulking hair shaper that dries
to a non-sticky matte effect.

GUNK

A hair shaper that is suitable for
moulding, shaping, scrunching, 
spiking or root lifting limp hair.

Suitable for all hair that requires 
texture, specifically short hair.

BOARD STIFF

Applied to wet or dry hair
this non-aerosol hair spray

has cement strength for 
an all day hold and won’t 

 sticky in humidity.

SE AWE E D GE L

Seaweed Gel gives great hold for 
syling wet hair and assists in blow 

drying where lift and control of
fly-away hair is required. 

Holds curls on fine, soft hair.

FLAME  TRE E  SE RUM

Infused with natural oils from the
Illawarra Flame Tree, this serum

will give a brilliantly defined, 
weightless, frizz-free flowing finish

on all hair kinds and styles.

STYL ING  + 

TR E ATME NT

RANG E



REVITA FOR DA ND RUFF

Gentle and soothing, Dandruff 
shampoo will manage and
combat flaky scalp issues.

Contains Linden, Lichen & herbal
extracts to clear away dandruff 

while enhancing glossiness.

REVITA FOR LUXURIOUS

Deeply nourishing and infused
with green tea extract and 

silk proteins this is the ultimate
all purpose conditioner to

improve shine & manageability
in all hair kinds.

REVITA FOR BLO ND E

Meticulously formulated to 
brighten BLONDE tresses.

Enhanced with violet pigments to
neutralise yellow & warmer tones 

and create brass-free brilliance
in blonde or grey hair. 

REVITA FOR ME N

Thinning Shampoo for Men
is infused with menthol,

peppermint oil & hops extract
to revitalise and stimulate
the scalp and hair follicles

to maximise volume.

REVITA FOR THICKER

Boosting thickness & strength
in each individual strand this

is the ultimate thickening
shampoo to give your hair 
extra volume and fullness. 

Contains herbal & wheat proteins.

REVITA FOR COLOURE D

Containing protein to rebuild
and stabilise the hair shaft
this COLOURED condtioner
will deter colour fade while
adding brilliance and shine
 to enhance the hair colour. 

REVITA FOR NOURISHING

Luxurious and intensely
nourishing for all hair from 
thirsty, dehydrated hair to

bleached, tinted, coarse hair. 
Contains green tea extract

and silk proteins.

S HAMP OO + 

CONDITIONE R

RANG E
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